
Introduction to the Scan Edition of 
“Achieving Objective in Meetings” 

 
 
When “Achieving Objections in Meetings” (“AOM”) was published (in July, 1973), it was a startling 
departure from all previous books in the meetings field:  All meetings-related books (and articles) had 
been essentially discursive approaches that left the enabling methodology to the readers. No matter 
how good such material was, it was expected to be cut-and-pasted into the readers' (probably defective) 
personal meetings-production habits. Therefore, the results were uneven across the commercialized 
meetings industry: There were no industry standards. This Author considers the production-oriented 
meetings 'industry' to be distinct from the professional 'field' or 'trade' of university researchers in the 
social sciences, the user-persons and -companies, and the necessary suppliers. 
 
Background: This writer was a co-originator of the world’s first business-stage consulting firm, United 
Attractions, Inc., Chicago, a producer of banquet entertainment for major national associations. Two of 
United’s long-term clients requested help with their lectern materials, because lectern-help was avail- 
able generally an adjunct to an expensive dog-and-pony show—not appropriate. United developed 
nearly all currently recognized presentation methods while gearing up. Other associations imitated; 
then corporate members who witnessed the association programs began to buy from United, directly. 
 
To the consternation of a purchase-something meetings-industry, “AOM” demonstrated that, given 
how-to helps, any meeting-caller and/or his/her assistants could manage any meeting that was called. 
Therefore, the purveyors to the trade could be hired for specified purposes, not merely engaged to 
operate given programs in standard ways. It was a revolution in client/purveyor relationships, which 
has been somewhat reversed by the hyped craze for 'spectacular' meetings.   
 
The demand for excess was engendered by the New York World's Fair of 1964. There, the Kodak 
overhead screen introduced 'spectacular' to the world. Kodak was selling film—are you? In addition, 
Marshall McLuhan's mantra (“The Medium is the Message”) emphasized the need for hype in all 
media--thereby endorsing excess--including four-color ink when black would suffice. Now, Kodak is 
gone; and McLuhan’s mantra has been discredited. Nevertheless, his influence pervade the industry. 
 
“AOM” set new field and industry standards in a de facto fashion by presenting tested how-to methods 
and formats, together with the world's first PERT Diagram for meetings-coordination (now often 
termed 'meetings management'; more below). Although the book was hailed by users and user-groups 
(see a few reviews in the end matter, the commercial meetings industry leaned toward a criticism of a 
typographical error and its awkward run-on following line: “If you can [handle] such turgid lines as: 
(quoting that paste-up gaffe; see d), under “Errata,” below).  “Unfortunately, the publisher's company 
folded soon after its publication. Prior to the web, “AOM” was then unavailable. So the industry 
borrowed much of the terminology and methodology, changed a few words and titles, and presented a 
few slightly 'new' ideas relating to the less offensive new skills learned by “AOM's” early readers. 
 
Underlying problem: “AOM” established convincingly not only that most meetings-management work 
coud be done by the meeting-callers' own selves or staff, but also that the speakers and their support 
material(s) were an often-ignored element of the industry's meeting-planning and -coordination. No, 
“PWP” did not emphasize the meeting-caller's own need to prepare . . . both because it was assumed 
(falsely?) that he/she could present it properly and also that by the '70s, the damage of the '60s had 
already been done:  
 



All meetings-industry magazines were advertising-supported 'freebies,' which meant 'target on your 
back,' not 'special handling.' Ken Auletta and Tim Wu have both written, in their books, that at ad-
supported magazines (loosely), “The advertiser is the client, not the reader.” Company staff meeting 
planners were flattered by special attention; and companies gladly accepted freebie magazines, even 
though their own meeting planners were being focused on production materials--while essentially 
ignoring meeting content—the purpose of the meeting.  
 
The purpose of each meeting must guide the preparation of its own agenda and its fulfillment 
elements—those 'needed,' not simply 'wanted.' Profit, in the meetings industry runs with sales, not 
ideas. So the economic considerations of the majority-vote purveyors and their company-user members 
were divergent. The initial PERT Diagram reflects important aspects of then-current reality for large 
central meetings or association convention. It included size-irrelevant practical-control areas, such as 
transportation, labor, and spouses' programs. Mix-and-match. Because PERT Diagrams helped to 
control the development of the Polaris submarine, it can probably handle your functions, too. Just 
change the line-legends to reflect your realities. Be sure to enter calendar dates for the 'weeks prior' 
notations; then actual delivery dates entered will become a matter of a visualized running-calendar. 
If you construct and operate your  
 
Update:  Because of the unexpected workability of remote-work as a result of COVID-19 and then the 
Omicron variant, probably all companies who used remote-work have learned that 'spectacular' was not 
an essential component of their employee communications: As several  independent and university 
studies have already concluded, productivity at home was usually the same, occasionally improved, and 
rarely lessened.  
 
In that finding lies the future of large, central meetings. An article published in “Sales Management” 
magazine (under Bill Bros, publishers; now sold) established, in mid-'75, that:  a)  if major set-up costs 
cannot be repeated, then  the large central meetings is least expensive, regardless of increased travel 
cost; b)  if set-up costs can be repeated, then regional meetings are always the least expensive; and  c)  
if set-up costs are small or negligible, then local meetings are always the least expensive. 
 
If 'spectacular' is not essential, why hold large central meetings? There's no 'family' feel if hundreds of 
field people don't get to meet all executives or most of the others—with whom the majority of 
attendees will never work. What purpose, that expensive feel-good session? 
 
In short: Believe in the value of your purposes for calling any meeting and in your ability to control 
that function! Then capture that need in your agenda. Be sure that the agenda is all-inclusive of 
information and their practice of new skills, preferably at the function but surely  in the field office, if 
not. Then let the proved methodology of “AOM” guide your related work.  
 
Old by the decades, and still 'new' to many meeting-callers, AOM was/is based on principles and 
university and military research to its time, not on hype or fad. Its Author was a member of the Chicago 
company that created (in 1960; vs McLuhan and World's Fair, 1964). It was the world's first meetings-
production company that was dedicated to the business-stage. Until then, help with the business stage 
was limited to those companies that were also presenting a dog-and-pony show—the 'spectacular' of its 
time. Spectacle does get attention, but for itself, not for your message. Google the term 'distraction.' 
 
Many associations have already conducted regional virtual meetings and might or might not go back to 
in-person functions, at which the exhibits are important because they help to pay for the fact of the in-
person function. As of this writing, that association-related decision has not yet been made. Does that 



matter to your own circumstances and company? 
 
Or are you and “AOM” ready to take charge together? Then factor the following errata corrections into 
your reading of the text, to be fully updated: 
 
Errata:  
Okay--“AOM” was not perfect: 
  
    a)  A major gaffe: Terming as 'deceased' a believer-executive at MPI who was described on our 
inquiry as, “He's dead”—facetiously intending “silenced.” Used--fact unchecked! For shame, Author. 
 
    b) Indexing concerns: Because so many terms/words were repeated so often in so many 
 contexts, this Author believes that a traditional page-listing of terms/words was only number-
 strings; time-wasters. Criticisms: "Can't locate . . . ."; BUT:   
 

c)  An Expanded Table of Contents (without that title) indicates all categories of contents and 
can locate the specific Part of the book being discussed/sought. It assumed that the user can 
recognize concepts. That guiding Table might not satisfy everyone now, either; but we believe 
that it was/is adequate for the indexing purpose and the best that could be done under the given 
circumstances. The Author believes that a common fixation on the fact of an end 'Index' itself, 
not concepts, had prevented hasty readers from using the Expanded Table, easily seen, up-front. 

 
   d)  Created (pre-web) from photographed typed pages, “AOM” lost a partial line to a 

paste-up error, carelessly proofed. A period followed by a long blank half-line of text was itself 
followed by a complementary line that began in the middle of a thought. It was reviewed 
negatively in a meetings-industry magazine as “turgid writing” (implying an intended run-on): 
When noted, that error was repaired in all already-printed books (no re-do via electronics in 
those days) by completion of the lost line, with a hand insert via rubber stamp, reading: “Give 
each speaker within the”; then it continued smoothly to the next printed line's “confines . . .” 
Obvious error, easily repaired. “Turgid writing”? Or an industry's need to denigrate? You'll see 
the original gaffe in this exact reprint. Decide for yourself. 

 
Yes, “AOM” is marking a half-century since printed—from a publisher that was defunct within 
months. So, to repeat, “PWP” was a much-praised book that could be referenced but no longer 
purchased. Yet, it was paraphrased and much-imitated. Too old to help you now? Well, scientists state 
that the human brain has not changed much in ten thousand years. The industry and prices surely have   
. . . but toward invented ‘values’ that do not, in this Author's opinion, reflect the needs of either the 
meeting- caller or of the distinctly different meetings-field--of researchers, corporate users, and their 
necessary suppliers. 
                 
Forget the commercialized meeting-industry's needs—most are sales-related and not yours. Whatever 
happened to consultative selling—except bean-counters as spoilers? “PWP” was based on educational 
principles, not private interests: it works! Why? Useful tools survive time: Consider knives and buttons 
and shoe laces and belts and sacks and wheels and doors and staircases and . . . 
 
NOTES:   
 a) Not one word of original text has been changed. However, the Dow Jones-Irwin update of 
 “AOM” (“Sales Meetings That Work”; 1983) used a slightly-enhanced PERT Diagram. 
 Although this book's original text is absolutely unchanged in this reprint (including typos and 



 gaffe), the Author believes that current users should have the benefit of the improvement, not a 
 purist's restriction to the original. So, the PERT Diagram that immediately preceded Part V has 
 been repeated there; but use the enhanced DJ-I version. The DJ-I version (1983), is appended to 
 this Introduction. Apart from the newer PERT Diagram added to the Introduction, there's 
 nothing new or changed in/from the original book.  
 

b) The paperback Second Edition of “AOM” was an exact reprint of the hardcover original by 
 DJ-I, when it put the hardcover O-O-P.  Later, via P-O-D (third edition).  US copyright rules 
 require the changing of edition numbers when publishers change; it's not an indicator of  likely 
‘changes.’ Unchanged text identifies some never-solved industry problems. Problems? What 
problems beyond “insufficient ice-water on the table”? The magazines are free, but the freebie 
information might be relatively costly when implemented over time. 

 
Want help with your meetings? Check the enhanced DJ-I 1983 PERT Diagram, at the end of this 
Introduction. The original is included in its place, but why use it as-is? Note that the PERT Diagram is 
a timed arrow. The function lines above/below parallel the central 'Coordination' line and will 
accommodate every contributory function by the calendar start and due dates.  Broad categorical 
elements will accommodate virtually any need that your program has. You still have an outlier or two? 
Replace unused the terminology with the new or add new line(s), if needed.  
 
PERT Diagrams provide a delivery due date on a visual calendar timed for precision control of every 
element of your developing agenda and program. If using a fully completed PERT Diagram, you can 
know any element's target date and compare the current status, via staff meetings, on any day. You will 
never gain that sense of control from any packet of loose notes. So: 
 
Make your own PERT Diagram sheet for each planned new meeting. Use an enlarged blow-up of the 
1983 “SMTW” enhanced version, or your own version of it. It works!   
 
Trace the skeletal lines-only format and duplicate it—that's your permanent starter sheet—as large as 
you think useful. If necessary, enter your own terminology for specific needs and dates in ink. Sold? An 
edited version will reflect your own and specific company functions and methods. Yes, it's additional 
work, but it's also worth the time and effort if you can have a personalized generic version for all future 
meetings and other like functions.    
                
Finally, at the time of the commissioned (early 1970s) writing of “AOM,” (publication in mid-1973), 
its target audience was expected to be corporate meetings managers by that title—of which there 
proved to be none—as confirmed by our then-United co-worker Jay Lurye's initial experience with 
self-identified, stuck-with do-ers—meeting-callers’ secretaries. In the 1970-'71 season, Lurye created 
the world's first meetings-related convention: “World Meeting Planners Conference.” The meetings 
trade was then simply unorganized. In the next season, a group of purveyors formed the now-largest 
permanent association, without Lurye but likely using his shared attendance list. No other existed.  
 
In one sense, because the advertisers, not the user-companies, are in control of published, general 
meetings information and production-focus, the meetings industry is still disorganized. The commercial 
meetings field/trade needs to be re-organized so as to rehabilitate the message factor. Cavalier, in early 
1970s and later: “The message is the message!” Don't you forget it. 
 
You can aid that reorganization process of the field/trade by using “AOM's” forms and guides to create 
and fulfill valid agendas and programs, independently of methods and 'values' ascribed to the 



commercial meetings-industry. Leaning toward the high end of your capability? Learn ISD (US Navy’s 
Instructional Systems Development). Always, buy only what you need to support your given message. 
Demand what you need; don't merely accept what's being offered. You're the client, even when working 
with majority-vote purveyor-members of any 'user' association! There are now many versions of ISD, 
including “simplified” versions that skip essential steps. That can lead to unidentified flaws that can fail 
later, including in the first delivery of the new program. 
 
In short, “AOM's” original main title created the now-common phrase and trade awareness—because 
we understand! Its subtitle (after “AOM's” publication was announced and then delayed by its 
magazine intended-sponsor) became the main title of an earlier book that couldn't provide the 'theory' 
mentioned in that “AOM” subtitle. ‘Theory’ seemed to be an over-reach from a me-too approach.  
 
“AOM” understands the issues; you can. Do you? If so, then remember that PERT and ISD and valid 
meeting agendas and content require thought more than cash and pretty in order to deliver answers. 
Give it all the brain power that you can!   

 
And “Good Meetings to You!” 
 

END 
 
 

Copyright (c) 2024 Richard Cavalier 
 



Introduction to the Scan Edition 
 
When originally published, in mid-1973, “Achieving Objectives in Meetings” (“AOM”) was a radical 
departure from all previous meetings books. Those had been discursive and usually described good 
methods that should be cut-and-pasted into the readers' own methodology, even if inadequate. No 
system was provided or suggested. 
 
Even books with excellent chapters by multiple known writers lacked a user-system or guide. “AOM” 
was/is a hyper-system, with specific forms and general guides: It's the world's first how-to for meetings 
control. Based on proved methodology and accepted educational principles plus research published to 
its time, it's still valid! Later research has validated the early findings that were/are ignored by the 
commercial meetings-industry press. 
 
United Attractions, Inc, then a producer of banquet entertainment for major national associations, 
created the world's-first consulting service for the business stage—by specific request of two returning 
clients. Programming trust was already established with the clients and enabled unusual departures 
from presentation styles, according to conventional wisdoms—which are generally more conventional 
than wise: 
 
Those two major-association clients had asked United to provide a business-stage service because it 
was not then available except as an adjunct to a dog-and-pony show. United subsequently created the 
world's first consulting service for the business stage, beginning in 1960. Cavalier was a member of 
that originating staff.  
 
Other associations and then their corporate members followed the initial two associations as business-
stage clients. The fact of prestigious early users helped to validate the new service, known at United as 
a “program coordinator.” Reason: Associations already had a “program manager.” The two are partners 
and shouldn't compete for titles. Upshot: The terms can now be used interchangeably.  
 
More associations followed, often promoted by industry focus—which is not a factor in creating 
meetings that succeed by providing info that's valid, understandable, and usable by participants. Such 
scattering of interests created a fragmented and unbalanced meetings industry. It was easily dominated 
by advertising and innocuous, unfounded opinions, surveys of popularity, plus purveyor interest. Years 
of personal planner experience mean nothing if breadth of experience is limited to one or two jobs. 
 
At United, in the 1960s, meetings were daily work projects, at the desk or in hotels. For Cavalier, it was 
over six full years of editing, visualizing, and producing keynote business addresses for multiple 
association and corporate meetings. Six years of committed time is longer than Malcolm Gladwell's 
“Ten Thousand Hours” that create a “phenom” (often termed 'expert'). Then, personal consulting 
followed, in related areas. His advice via columns was argued in the freebie mags, usually by the 
opinions of meeting planners with less experience in time and far narrower experience. 
 
Contrary events: At the NY World's Fair of 1964, Kodak's spectacular overhead screen caused every 
insecure meeting-caller to seek spectacular meeting components. That was aided by McLuhan's new 
mantra, “The medium is the message.” Cavalier's published challenge: “The message is the message.” 
Our mantra: “Message first-- right from the start; Right! From the start.” (c) 
 
National exposure: Cavalier's then-co-worker, Jay Lurye, called the world's first meetings-convention, 
in Chicago, in the 1970-'71 season (World Meeting Planner's Conference). In the next year, Lurye's list 



of self-identified functionaries (there was no other related list, title, or organization) was 'borrowed' by 
a group of purveyors, who created the first, still-surviving, meeting planner association, entitled MPI. 
Lurye disappeared. MPI's first CEO had been a client of United, via his previous association. He was 
committed to message. Key: Professional meetings-management started slowly and differently from its 
current practice—it started with message-focus! 
 
This writer was a co-creator of the consulting function and co-inventor (via paid-magazine columns) of 
most current business-stage methods and terminology, developed while a member and co-originator at 
United. His from-scratch experience, reliance on principles, and proved programming formats inform 
“AOM” and assure you of the book's dependability. 
 
Cavalier won MPI's Tony Award for his critical (“fish in a barrel”) Tenth Anniversary Convention 
address, in 1982. Check his acknowledging-clients and read the spoken address at AAD's site; see: 
<AlliedAgendaDeciders.com>. Click the 'Acceptance' button in T/R corner. Cavalier chaired the 
world's first conference re: incentive travel, sponsored by NY University (box).   Then see the  
acknowledging-'Client' and 'MPI' boxes. The awarded address is the last item under 'MPI.'   
           
Pyrrhic victory: The address was awarded, but purveyors had taken control of organizational focus in 
the preceding years. A slight name change in the “late '70s” (same acronym; see Camenson, B; NY: 
McGraw Hill; '03) helped to 'professionalize' the purveyors via equal-weight votes—a distinct conflict 
of interest. Focus floated from meetings-content to meetings-production: largely, “buy something.” A 
fourth industry magazine emphasizes convention production skills, not group communications.  
 
When the web arrived, user-control was already gone. Should advertising-interests drive the meeting 
industry's reading materials?  
 
Best possible advice: “Caveat emptor!” 
 
So, exactly what's most significant about this old book? 
 
“AOM” was the world's first how-to book that presented a proved system for controlling the creation of 
a valid agenda and all of its ancillary pieces, which are different each time, despite possible plug-in 
elements and identical presentation scripts. Controller: Cavalier's own meetings-version of the Navy's 
PERT Diagram. PERT controlled the development of the Polaris submarine; late 1950s. PERT Diagram 
for meetings turned agenda-assembly and fulfillment into a visualized calendar for delivery of all 
elements of the incipient program. Also a world's first.    
 
 (Program Evaluation Review Technique (PERT; other terms--including 'performance'--are  sometimes 
substituted within the acronym ) is essentially the reverse-engineering of a concept. It identifies  
required delivery dates for on-time delivery of each element of the entire business meetings program. If 
it does submarines, PERT should serve your needs, regardless of your program's complexity. Cavalier's 
PERT Diagram was first introduced to the industry via his magazine article, in early1970s. Soon after, a 
meetings-industry freebie printed a paper-flow chart (more, below).         
 
In addition, “AOM” was the first book/source to mention R-O-I as a consideration when reviewing 
every potential business meeting. In “AOM,” R-O-I was presented almost incidentally, as a logical 
calculation at the base of one costing form—because, “Isn't R-0-I standard business practice?” Yes. 
Except in the meetings industry. There, definitely not then and still not. The commercialized meetings 
industry seems to buy and sell goods and services for production, without regard to meetings-value. 



 
A major problem for the meetings trade (professional corporate users and university/military 
researchers, distinct from the commercialized meetings-purveyor industry) is the fact that all three 
magazines in that industry were, and are, advertising-supported freebies. As Tim Wu and Ken Auletta 
have both observed in their respective books: In advertising-supported publications, “the advertiser, not 
the reader, is the customer.” 
 
Already demonstrated via meetings? Until the mid-1980s, there was no world wide web; and, in the 
meetings industry, a blackout of unwanted information (such as contrary research findings) discouraged 
their readers' seeing or discussion of any contrary finding. Read the professional journals or forget it! 
Of course, research is neutral and requires interpretation for business applications. “AOM”interpreted. 
        
In addition, instances of misinformation and disinformation also occurred. Misinformation: If Cavalier 
was intent on introducing R-O-I, then the industry introduced other 'Return-ons' to suggest that R-O-I 
was irrelevant. In essence: “Either R-O-A and R-O-E are also relevant—or none of the group is.” Facts: 
Return-on-Assets and/or Return-on-Equity are accounting calculations for top management and 
investors—meaningless to meeting planners, who are intentionally being misled into ignoring R-O-I. 
 
Further fact: R-O-I is the only return-on figure that's under the meeting-caller/manager's direct control. 
The meeting-caller should know the value of the expected return from his meetings/training program; 
that dollar value can usually be ball-parked. That figure is a key to calculation values and return.  
 
Next, the meeting-manager can collate the likely costs of all elements of the intended program and 
compare those direct costs to the accepted, ball-parked benefits-value. Reasonably balanced? 
Somewhat out of balance? What can be subtracted or substituted without losing the wanted advantage?    
 
Seriously out of balance? Adjust the wanted effects or cancel the meeting! To hold a meeting for the 
purpose of holding a meeting is ludicrous management! Cancel? Cavalier's original advice.  
 
'Cancel' first appeared as “borrowed info” in a Kielty ringbinder that was published before “AOM.” 
That “AOM” advice had been quoted in the Kielty book, prior to “AOM's” delayed publication, by a 
hesitant biz-book publisher. Not certain of its copyright claim, that publisher never formally 
copyrighted that ringbinder book, according to the Copyright Office. Also, when “AOM” was already  
announced but delayed, another writer “borrowed” its subtitle as his main title . . . . His was also first 
into print but couldn't fulfill the 'Theory' aspect of the title. His examples were essentially fulfillment-
oriented, as a facility's convention manager. 
 
Disinformation example: Cavalier's meetings-PERT Diagram (from its commissioned, but yet 
published, “AOM”) was printed in Crain's now-closed “A&SP” magazine. Soon, one meetings-freebie 
printed a paper-flow chart and termed it a PERT Diagram. It was not!  
 
Fact: Paper-flow charts trace the route of any piece of mail from reception by the company mail room 
until delivered to the addressee. It is valid for only that one company only, except as a possible model 
for your attempt. Did the magazine editor not understand? Or did an advertiser intentionally misdirect 
him? Why? Subliminal messages: Lots of nice diagrams around: PERT is no big deal!  Neither are 
submarines?  
 
Key soto voce criticism of Cavalier's stated positions: “Cavalier can't prove it!” He couldn't. He didn't 
need to prove anything personally because his co-invented, fully-proved methodology was based-on 



and/or consistent-with proofs published to-date by industry-ignored researchers at universities and by 
the military's HumRRo. Disinformation, again, by misstatements and omission. 
 
 
Errata:  
Okay--“AOM” was not perfect:  
    a)  A major gaffe: Terming as 'deceased' a believer-executive at MPI who was described on our 
 inquiry as, “He's dead”—facetiously intending “silenced.” Used--fact unchecked! For shame, 
 Author. 
    b) Indexing concerns: Because so many terms/words were repeated so often in so many 
 contexts, this Author believes that a traditional page-listing of terms/words was only number-
 strings. Criticisms: "Can't locate . . . ."; BUT: 
   c)  An Expanded Table of Contents (without that title) indicates all categories of contents and 
 can locate the  specific Part of the book being discussed/sought. It assumes that the user can 
 recognize concepts. That guiding Table might not satisfy everyone now, either; but we believe 
 that it was/is adequate for the indexing purpose and the best that could be done under the given 
 circumstances. The Author believes that a common fixation on the fact of 'Index' itself, not 
 concepts, had  prevented hasty readers from using the Expanded Table, easily seen, up-front. 
 d)  Created (pre-web) from photographed typed pages, “AOM” lost a partial line to a paste-up 
 error, carelessly proofed. A period followed by a long blank half-line of text was itself followed 
 by a complementary line that began in the middle of a thought. Reviewed in a meetings-
 industry magazine as “turgid writing” (assuming intended run-on): When noted, that error was 
 repaired in all already-printed books (total or no re-do in those days) by completion of the lost 
 line, with a hand insert via rubber stamp: “Give each speaker within the”; then it continued 
 smoothly to the next printed line's “confines . . .” Obvious error, easily repaired. “Turgid 
 writing”? Or a need to denigrate? You'll see it. Decide for yourself. 
 
Yes, “AOM” is already a half-century since printed—from a publisher that was defunct within months. 
So, “PWP” was a much-praised book that could be referenced but no longer purchased. Yet, it was 
paraphrased and much-imitated. Too old to help now? Well, scientists state that the human brain has not 
changed much in ten thousand years. The industry and prices surely have . . . but toward invented 
values that do not, in this Author's opinion, reflect the needs of either the meeting-caller or the 
distinctly different meetings-trade--of researchers, corporate users, and their necessary suppliers. 
               
Forget the commercialized meeting-industry's needs—most are sales-related and not yours. Whatever 
happened to consultative selling—except bean-counters as spoilers? “PWP” was based on educational 
principles, not private interests: it works! Why? Useful tools survive time: Consider knives and buttons 
and shoe laces and belts and sacks and wheels and doors and staircases and . . . 
 
NOTES:   
 a) Not one word of original text has been changed. However, the Dow Jones-Irwin update of 
 “AOM” (“Sales Meetings That Work”; 1983) used a slightly-enhanced  PERT Diagram. 
 Although this book's original text is absolutely unchanged in this reprint (including typos and 
 gaffe), the Author believes that current users should have the benefit of the improvement, not a 
 purist's restriction to the original. So, the PERT Diagram that immediately preceded Part V has 
 been dropped. The enhanced  DJ-I hardcover version (1983), not the original, is appended to 
 this Introduction. Apart from the newer PERT Diagram in the Introduction, there's nothing new 
 or changed in the original book.  
 b) The paperback Second Edition of “AOM” was an exact reprint of the hardcover original by 



 DJ-I, when it put the hardcover O-O-P.  Later, via P-O-D (third edition).  US copyright rules 
 require the changing of edition numbers when publishers  change; it's not an indicator of 
 likely changes. Unchanged text identifies some never-solved problems. Problems? What 
problems beyond “insufficient ice-water on the table”? The magazines are free, but the freebie 
information might be costly to implement over time. 
 
Want help with your meetings? Go now to check the 1983 PERT Diagram, at the end of this 
Introduction. Note that it's a timed arrow. The  function lines above/below parallel the central 'delivery' 
line and will accommodate every contributory function by the calendar start and due dates.  Broad 
categorical elements will accommodate virtually any need that your program has. You still have an 
outlier or two? Insert it/them appropriately on new line(s). PERT provides a delivery due date on a 
visual calendar timed for precision control of every element of your developing agenda and program. 
 
If using a fully completed PERT Diagram, you can know any element's target date and compare the 
current status, on any day. You will never gain that sense of control from any packet of loose notes. So: 
 
Make your own PERT Diagram sheet for each planned new meeting. Use an enlarged blow-up of the 
1983 “SMTW” enhanced version and enter specific needs and dates in ink. Sold? Better: Make an 
edited version that reflects your own and specific company functions and methods. Yes, it's additional 
work, but it's also worth the time and effort if you can have a personalized generic version.    
              
Finally, at the time of the commissioned (early 1970s) writing of “AOM,” (publication was delayed to 
mid-1973), its  target was expected to be corporate meetings managers—of which there proved to be 
none (indicated by Lurye's initial experience with self-identified doers). The meetings trade was then 
simply unorganized. In a sense, because the advertisers, not the user-companies, are in control of 
general meetings information and production-focus, it is now disorganized. The commercial meetings 
trade needs to be re-organized so as to rehabilitate the message. Cavalier; early 1970s and later: “The 
message is the message!” Don't you forget it. 
 
You can aid that reorganization process of the trade by using “AOM's” forms and guides to create and 
fulfill valid agendas and programs, independently of methods and 'values' ascribed to the commercial 
meetings-industry. Toward the high end of your capability, learn ISD. Always, buy only what you need 
to support your given message. Demand what you need; don't merely accept what's being offered. 
You're the client, even when working with fellow purveyor-members of any 'user' association! 
 
In short, “AOM's” original main title created the now-common phrase and trade awareness—because 
we understand! Do you? 
 
If so, then remember that PERT and ISD and valid meeting agendas and content require thought more 
than cash and pretty. Give it all the brain power that you can!   

 
And “Good Meetings to You!” 
 
Somethings extra: The enhanced DJ-I PERT Diagram plus the Dice Game that introduced the then-new 
professionalism/systems quandry to a NYC exhibition on meetings, in 1972. 
        

END 
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